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INTRODUCTION

Rapid-solidificationprocesssingofaluminium alloys notonlypermits theextensionofsolid
solubility limits and the formation ofmetastable phases, but can also produce non-random
textures (eg ref 1). Ofthe many techniques available, that ofevaporation-condensation has
been thepreferrmutein theRoyalAerospaceEstablishment, wherealuminium-wansition
metal alloys containing considerable degrees of supersaturation have been produced in
bulk.

The microstmctural characteristics and mechanical properties of these alloys have
already bccn reported2-2. The purpose of the present paper is to describe the type of non-
random texture developed in arapidly-quenched AI-Cr-F alloy deposited from the vapour,
and to illustrate how this changes during a series of hot-rolling reductions to produce thin
sheet suitable for aerospace applications.

The alloy was produceA from a bath ofthe correct composition, which was kept molten by
scanning electron s. The resultant vapour was then condensed onto a reciprocating
temperature-controlled collector to produce a layered microstrucmre with the composition
AI-8.5wt%Cr-1.2wt%Fe. In this microstructure each layer, resulting from one pass over the
source, is -751n thick. The grains are columnar and -0.2-0.51m wide4.

To produce material suitable for testing, a 9mm thick plate was prepared from this
deposit for hot rolling at 290C. Material for evaluation was taken at 0, 20, 30, 60 and 80%
reductions (when the thickness was ~l.7mm). Further details on the rolling of these alloys
can be found in ref 13.

Specimens for texture and microstructure analyses were then prepared, with the texture
samples being polished to mid-thickness prior to the measurement of incomplete (maxi-
mum tilt=85) (111), (200), (220) and (311) pole figures. These figures were then processed
using the series expansion method to produce three-dimensional orientation distribution
functions4.
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Figure 1. Experimental (11 l) pole figures (a-d) and 2--45 sections (e-h) for the AI-Cr-Fe
alloy in the as-deposited condition and after 20, 30 and 80% reductions. Traverse direction
refers to the direction of traverse of the collector during deposition. RD=Rolling Diection.
Contours: 1,4,7,10,13,16,19 for as-deposited pole figure; 1,2,4,6,8,10 for as-deposited
2--45 section; 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 for all others.
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Fig. 2. Optical micrographs from
the AI-Cr-Fe alloy in the

(a) as deposited condition

and after

(b) 20% reduction

(c) 30% reduction

(d) 60% reduction

(e) 80% reduction
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RESULTS

Texture analysis showed that the as-deposited condition possessed a strong <111> fibre
texture in the growth (normal) direction (Figure la), with some clustering of intensity
around <112> (Figure le). Hot rolling had the following effects on this texture:
After 20% reduction the intensity of the <111> fibre was reduced by a quarter with a shift

in the clustering .from <112> to <110>. In addition, weak {110}<001> (Goss-G)
{4,4,11 }<8,8,11> (Taylor-T) and 123}<634> (S) orientations were evident (mostofwhich
are indicated in Figure lh).
After 30% reduction the <111> fibre texture had been removed and the T, G and S

orientations had increased in intensity. There was also a spread towards the 110}<112>
(Brass-Bs) orientation. The T orientation was ~50% stronger than the other orientations
(Figure 1 g).
After60% reduction all three remaining orientations had almost doubled in intensity, with

the T orientation being twice as strong as the G and S orientations, and the spread towards
the Bs orientation became more marked. Further rolling to 80% reduction (Figure 1 h)
produced no additional change in texture type or intensity.

Microscopy examination (Figure 2) showed evidence of extensive shear banding for
all reductions greater than about 30-40%, in agreement with earlier work13.

DISCUSSION

This investigation has shown that a rapidly-quenched AI-Cr-Fe alloy, prepared by vapour
deposition, had an initial texture with the close-packed (111) planes parallel to the collector
surface, and that hot rolling broke down this preferred orientation very quickly to produce
textures that are not too dissimilar from those of conventional aluminium alloys15. To
compare these experimental textures with thosepredicted by deformation theory16.7, theas-
deposited condition has been represented by a total of 535 grains (within the angular range
2--35-55, 1=0-90 and t1>=45-65) distributed along a tube of intensity centred on a <111>
fibre texture in the normal direction. Those represented in the ,---45 section ofthe ODF are
shown in Figure 3a. Deformation of this aggregate of grains to the equivalent of an 80%
reduction according to full constraints and relaxed (in this case pancake grains) constraitts
theory, using the code of ref 17, gave the results in Figures 3 b&c. These predictions show
that the full constraints Taylor theory gives clustering around {4,4,11 }<8,8,1 I> (Figure
3b), but that any relaxation to account for the Goss texture in Figures 1 g and h also shifts
the Taylor orientation to that ofcopper (Cu) at 112}<111> (Figure 3c). This is clearly not
observed in practice (Figure lh). However, ifwe take into accountthe initial unconventional
microstructure and the microstructural changes shown in Figure 2, it is not unreasonable to
assume that in practice each layer behaves as a series of pancake grains in the early stages
of deformation, and would hence be under relaxed constraint, but that after a reduction of
about 30-40%, where shear bands begin to break up these pancake grains and force each
grain to begin to act independently, grain behaviour then changes to the fully constrained
condition. On this basis, if we re-evaluate the deformation of the idealised <111> normal
texture of Figure 3a in terms of relaxed (pancake) constraints to 30% reduction, followed
by full constraints, this produces the textures in Figures 3d-f. Whilst in practice such a
transition from relaxed to full constraints would be gradual, these predicted textures based
on mixed constraints show the correct combinations ofT, G, S and Bs orientations, and thus
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Figure 3. Grain orientations, shown in 02--450
sections, for an idealise <111> fibre texture
in the normal direction (a); after an 80%
reduction under full (b) and relaxed (pancake)
(c) constraints; andafter (d) 20%,(e) 30%, and
(f) 80% reductions under mixed constraints.
(See text for details).
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agree much more closely with the experimental textures ofFigure 1 than those based only
on relaxed or full constraints.

CONCLUSIONS

1.Alayeredvapour-depositedAI-Cr-Fealloyhadastrong <111> fibre texture in thegrowth
(normal) direction. The grain size was very fine.
2. Hot rolling at 29(FC broke up the fibre texture resulting in a rolling texture consisting of
the T, S, G and Bs orientations.
3. Texturedevelopmentcouldbe explained if it was assumed that the alloy deformed under
relaxed constraints during the initial rolling, because the layered structure behaved as a
series ofpancake grains, butchanged to full constraints afterabout 30-40% reduction when
the layered structure was broken up by shear bands.
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